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Introduction
The Rubik’s Snake is an interesting toy invented by Prof. Erno 

Rubik in 1981.1 Since then, it has been used as a tool for the study of 
protein folding2,3 and for the construction of reconfigurable modular 
robots.4–6 It can be viewed as a serial chain.7 More applications of 
robots can be found in.8,9 Also, some ideas in the study of Rubik’s 
Snake are also used in rigid Origami folding.10,11 Strategies have been 
given for the design of a Rubik’s Snake in12 and rotations that are not 
integer multiple of 90 degrees are also mentioned. Some mathematical 
problems concerning a Rubik’s Snake have been studied in13 with 
several theorems proved. In this paper, we study Rubik’s Snake 
sequences with palindromic, periodic and Möbius properties. We 
will first present some theorems in Section 2 and then present some 
examples for shape design in Section 3. We conclude in Section 4.

Theorems
We first present some path independence theorems. Some of the 

results are useful later when proving theorems about palindromic 
snake and Möbius snake. A rotation degree sequence is the degree 
sequence defined in:13 0 means the snake is like a ruler going straight. 
2 means a joint is rotated by 180 degree. -1 and 1 means a joint is 
rotated to the left or right by 90 degrees. The direction of a block is 
also defined in.13 A block of Rubik’s Snake can have two possible 
directions. When the entrance and exit square faces are interchanged, 
the direction is changed.

Theorem 1 

We call the first block of the snake “start” and the last block of the 
snake “end”. If the start and end blocks are fixed and their directions 
are fixed, then the parity of the sum of degrees of this snake is also 
fixed. (i.e., the parity of sum of degrees is path independent).

Proof We use the idea of a “U-turn path” as follows. By following 
the sequence [0 1 -1 2 0 -1 2 0], a snake can trace back to overlap the 
first piece again except that the direction is changed, i.e., the entrance 
be- comes the exit. Figure 1 shows the geometry of this U-turn path. 
Note that the entrance of the first block is the exit of the 9th block. 
Suppose there are two snake paths connecting the starting block and 
the end block. We could first trace along the first path, then trace along 
a U-turn path, then trace along the second path backward, then another 

identical U-turn path. This forms a closed loop, though crashing 
occurs. It is proved in13 that the closed loops have an even number 
as the sum of degrees. Clearly, two identical U-turn paths contribute 
to an even number of the sum of degrees. Also, going forward and 
backward do not make a difference in the degrees. Therefore, the two 
paths have the same parity of the sum of degrees.

Figure 1 A U-turn path.

Theorem 2

If the start and end blocks are fixed, then the parity of the number 
of blocks of the snake is also fixed. (i.e., independent of path or 
directions of the start and end blocks).

Proof We use the same idea of U-turn path. Suppose there are two 
paths connecting the starting and end- ing blocks. The first path, plus a 
U-turn path or not (depending on the directions), plus the second path 
in reverse direction, plus another U-turn path or not (depending on the 
directions), form a closed loop. It is shown in13 that the total number of 
blocks is even. If no U-turn path is added, the sum of number of blocks 
of two paths is the number of blocks of a closed loop plus 2, which is 
even. If only one U-turn path is added, then 9 U-turn path blocks are 
added but the closed loop would be missing one block from one of the 
two paths (start or end). The sum of number of blocks of two paths is 
the number of blocks of a closed loop minus 9 then plus 1, which is 
even. If two U-turn paths are added, then 18 blocks in U-turn paths 
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are added. The sum of number of blocks of two paths is the number of 
blocks of a closed loop minus 18, which is even. In all cases the two 
paths must have the same parity for the number of blocks.

One interesting topic for Rubik’s Snake is to require the degree 
sequence to have the palindromic property. A snake with such property 
is symmetric with respect to a line.

Definition 3 A non-closed loop snake sequence is palindromic 
if it remains the same when reading backward. In other words, it 

is either of the form [ ]1 1, .... , , ...n na a a a  which we call type 

I, or [ ]1 1 1 1, .... , , , ...n n na a a a a− −  which we call type II. A 
closed loop (including the rotation from the last block to the first) 
is palindromic if there exist at least one rotation of the sequence 

of the form [ ]1 1, ... , , ...n na a a a  which we call type I, or 

[ ]1 1 1 2, ... , , , ...n n na a a a a− −  which we call type II. 

Note that there are also [ ]1 2, ... , , ...n na a a a  or 

[ ]1 1 1 1, ... , , , ....n n na a a a a− −  palindromic closed loops for general 
rotation angles. However, for integer multiple of 90 degree rotation, 
it is proved in13 that the number of blocks is even for closed loops and 
these two have odd number of blocks, which cannot happen.

Theorem 4

There exists at least one axis such that when a Rubik’s Snake with 
palindromic sequence rotates around the axis by 180 degree, the 
resulting shape coincides with the original shape.

Proof Firstly, we will discuss about the non-closed loop.

Case 1 For the sequence[ ]1 1 1 1, ..... , , , .....n n na a a a a− − , we 

will discuss all the cases based on what na  is. We have the following 
cases.

Case 1.1 0na =  As we show in Figure 2, this square refers to 
the square face in the snake with degree na , the circle of dashed line 
means going inside the paper for two more vertices and circle of solid 
lines means going outside the paper for two more vertices.

Figure 2 0na = .

Case 1.2 1na = or 1−

We show this case in Figure 3.

Figure 3 1na = or 1− .

Case 1.3 2
n

a =

We show this case in Figure 4.

Figure 4 2
n

a = .

Case 1.4 1 1na− < <

We show this case in Figure 5.

Figure 5 1 1na− < < .

Case 1.5 1 1 2na< < or 2 1na− < < −

We show this case in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 1 2na< <  or 2 1na− < < − .

We can see in all cases above, since the two blocks with an rotation 
in between will coincide when one of them rotates about the axis in 
the figure by 180- degree, and the sequence around na  are identical if 
reading from na  to other sides, so the overall shape of the snake must 
be coincide with itself if rotate 180- degree about the axis showed 
above.

Case 2 For the sequence[ ]1 1, .... , , ....n na a a a , there exists a 

block in middle the snake. It is easy to check if we rotate this block 
like Figure 7, the overall shape of the snake does not change.

Figure 7 Case 2.

Therefore, we have proved this theorem works well for any snake 
not forming a closed loop. Then we will discuss about the closed 
loop. It is easy to see the above argument still works for loops with 

the form [ ]1 1 1 1, .... , , , ....n n na a a a a− −  
or [ ]1 1, .. , , ...n na a a a

. When we discuss the loops [ ]1 1 1 2, ... , , , ...n n na a a a a− − or

[ ]1 2, ... , , ....n na a a a , we can just ignore a1, and we can see the 
other part of these sequence have already determined a unique closed 
loop snake that we could apply the above argument on. Although the 
theorem above covers the general angle rotation case, below we make 
the assumption of integer multiple of 90 degree rotations. Normally 
in shape design using the Rubik’s Snake, this assumption is valid. 
A block in a Rubik’s Snake is half of a unit cube. Therefore it can 
be embedded into a unit cube. For convenience, we place a Rubik’s 
Snake on a 3D coordinate system such that the center of the blocks 
has integer coordinates.

We will consider different types of sequences to study a snake. 
Since the center of each block is placed on integral coordinates, we 

always add one of <±1, 0, 0>, <0, ±1, 0>, <0, 0, ±1> to go from one 
block to the next. We use “+x” to mean “add (1, 0, 0)” and “-x” to 
mean “add (−1, 0, 0)”. Similar notations will be used for +y, −y, +z, 
−z. We call the sequence generated by this way the shift sequence. By 
removing the signs in the shift sequence, we call it the shift sequence 
without signs. 

For a shift sequence, if the first and last elements are different, then 
we can form a loop, although it is not necessarily a snake loop.

Lemma 5 

Given a snake whose degree sequence contains at least one 
odd degree. Then by removing the element in the shift sequence 
corresponding to an odd degree will gives us a shift sequence for 
a new snake. The parity of the sum of the degree minus the length 
remains unchanged.

Proof We can assume that the shift sequence is in form of “...
xyz...” where y corresponds to an odd degree. Then we can go over all 
cases of removing y to argue that it will not change the parity.

Given a closed loop snake. If we keep removing odd degrees until 
there is no more odd degree, then we get a snake with the length to 
be even and the sum of degrees to be even. Reverse the process, we 
rediscover the result from13 that the sum of degrees is even for a closed 
loop with integer multiple of 90 degree rotations. In,13 the Möbius 
strip for a Rubik’s Snake are defined. The equivalent condition is also 
proved in13 that for a closed loop snake with integer multiple of 90 
degree rotations to be a Möbius snake, the sum of degrees is of the 
form 4 2k + . Now we are ready to present the main results of this 
paper in the following theorems.

Theorem 6

A palindromic closed loop snake of type I has 4k blocks for some
k N∈ .

Proof Let the snake sequence be in form of “a......dd......a”. 
Place the middle block (determined by “dd”) at the origin with the 
direction such that the two square faces locate on the xz- and yz-plane, 
respectively. Then y x= is an axis of symmetry. Such axis must pass 
through the center of the middle block determined by “aa”. We may 

assume that center to be ( ), , 0a a for some integer a. By Theorem 

1, the parity of the number of blocks from ( )0 , 0 , 0 to ( ), , 0a a
 
is 

same as 2 1a + . So, we may assume that there are 2 1b + blocks from 

( )0 , 0 , 0  ( ), , 0a a  for some integer b. For the closed loop, there 

are ( ) ( )2 1 2 1 2 4b b b+ + + − = blocks. This completes the proof.

Theorem 7 

Given a Type II palindromic closed loop snake that is in form of 
“a......b......”.

If both a and b are even, then the snake is either non-Möbius with 
4k blocks or Möbius with 4 2k + blocks for some integer k.

If both a and b are odd, then the snake is non- Möbius.

Proof We use the result from Lemma 5 in the argument below. In 
the shift sequence, the variables at the locations of “a” and “b” must 
be the same (although the sign could be different). We may assume 
that the variable is “z”. Keep removing pair of odd degrees except for 
the locations of “a” and “b” until there is no more odd degree except 
for those two locations.
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a. If a and b are even, then there is no odd degree. For the resulting 
snake, the shift sequence without signs must be in form of “[zx 
zx]*2”. Both the sum of degrees and the number of blocks are 
multiple of 4. Reverse the process, we see that if the number 
of blocks is multiple of 4, then the sum of degree is multiple of 
4 and so the snake is non-Möbius. Otherwise, if the number of 
blocks is in terms of 4 2k + , then the sum of degree is in terms 
of 4 2t + and so the snake is Möbius.

b. If a and b are odd, then the resulting shift sequence without sign 
is in form of “zx...zxzy...zy”

where the first part is “zx” repeating and 2nd part is “zy” repeating. 
We have two cases.

Case 1 If the two opposite “z” have the same signs. Then the 
resulting snake has sum of degree and length to be multiple of 4. 
Reverse back to the original snake, the length has to be 4 a  for some 
a N∈  in order to cancel out all the “z”s. So the sum of degree is a 
multiple of 4 and the snake is non-Möbius.

Case 2 If the two opposite “z” have opposite signs. Then the 
resulting snake has length as multiple of 4 and sum of degrees as 
4 2k +  for some K Z∈ . Reverse back to the original snake, the 
length has to be 4 2a +  for some a N∈ and so the sum of degree is 
a multiple of 4. The snake is non-Möbius.

Theorem 8 

Any palindromic period 2 snake is non-Möbius with 4k blocks for 
some k N∈ .

Proof Given a palindromic period 2 snake. We will argue by the 
types of the snake.

Case 1 Assume the snake is type I. By Theorem 6, the number of 
blocks is a multiple of 4. Since it is period 2, it has to be in form of 
“d...dd...d”. Since the number of blocks is a multiple of 4, it cannot be 
in form of “d...e...dd...e...d”. The snake must be in form of “d...ee...
dd...ee...d”. In this case, sum of degrees must be a multiple of 4 and 
so it is non-Möbius.

Case 2 Now assume the snake is type II. We will do the proof 
by contradiction. Assume on the contrary that the snake is Möbius 
or has 4 2k +  blocks for some K N∈ . By Theorem 7, in order to 
have a Möbius snake, the number of blocks must be 4 2t +  for some
t N∈ . So, we can assume that the snake has 4 2k +  blocks. Since 
the snake is period 2 and palindromic, it has to be in form of “a...
ee...a...ee...”. The form of “ee...ee...” indicates that the snake is also a 
palindromic snake of type I. So, the number of blocks is a multiple of 
4, a contradiction.

Lemma 9 

Given a closed loop period 3 snake. Let 1S , 2S , 3S  be the 3 parts 

of a shift sequence corresponding to the 3 repeating degree sequences. 

Then 2S  can be obtained from 1S  by a rotation of ( ), ,u v w  such 

that { } { }| |, | |, | w | , ,u v x y z=

Proof In13, we proved in Theorem 7 that the period of a closed loop 
Rubik’s Snake with integer multiple of 90 degrees cannot exceed 4. In 
that proof, we can see the period 3 case corresponds to the following 
map: x, y in 1S  is mapped to ±y, ±z or ±z, ±x in 2S  (8 sub-figures 
of snake blocks embedded in cubes in13 that corresponds to period 3 
case). Cross product is mapped to cross product. In the end, x, y, z is 

mapped to a rotation of it with even number of negative signs among 
the three images.

Theorem 10 
There is no palindromic period 3 Möbius snake of type II.
Proof Given a type II palindromic period 3 snake. Then the 

degree sequence is of the form “...d...e...d...e...d...e”. By Lemma 9, 
we may assume that the corresponding shift sequence without sign is 
in form of “...x...u...y...v...z...w” such that u, v, w is a rotation of x, y, 
z. Note that it can be proved by induction that, if d is even, then the 
corresponding shift sequence without sign is also palindromic from 
the corresponding position. Since such sequence is not palindromic 
from x, it means the corresponding degree d is odd. Similarly, e is also 
odd. By Theorem 7 (b), the snake is non-Möbius.

Theorem 11 
Any palindromic period 3 Möbius snake has 12k blocks for some 

k N∈ .
Proof Given a palindromic period 3 Möbius snake. By Theorem 

10, the snake must be type I. By Theorem 6, the number of blocks is a 
multiple of 4. Since the snake is period 3, the number of blocks is also 
a multiple of 3, and so a multiple of 12.

Examples
In13, a complete list of 17 different (different in overall shape, left 

and right hand are considered to be the same) period 3 Möbius snakes 
with 36 blocks with palindromic property was provided. Our Theorem 
10 shows that they must all be of Type I. Here, we present a complete 
list of 15 different periods 3. Rubik’s Snakes with 36 blocks with 
Type II palindromic property in Figure 8. Our theorem 10 shows they 
cannot be Möbius. In addition, there are 22 different period 3 Rubik’s 
Snakes with 36 blocks with Type I palindromic property that are not 
Möbius.

Figure 8 A complete list of period 3 Rubik’s snakes with 36 blocks with type 
II palindromic property.

Conclusion
The Rubik’s Snake is a good model for studying protein folding 

and the construction of reconfigurable modular robots. To design 
interesting shapes using the Rubik’s Snakes, we first developed some 
theorems related to palindromic, periodic and Möbius Rubik’s Snakes. 
With the guidance of the theories, we are able to search for beautiful 
ways of folding the Rubik’s Snake.
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